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Abstract. Searching medical records is challenging due to their inherent im-

plicit knowledge – such knowledge may be known by medical practitioners, but

it is hidden from an information retrieval (IR) system. For example, it is intuitive

for a medical practitioner to assert that patients with heart disease are likely to

have records from the hospital’s cardiology department. In this paper, we propose

to capture such implicit knowledge, by grouping aggregates of medical records

from individual hospital departments, which we refer to as department-level evi-

dence, to enhance a medical records search engine. Specifically, we propose two

approaches to build the department-level evidence based on a federated search

and a voting paradigm, respectively. In addition, we introduce an extended vot-

ing technique that can leverage this department-level evidence while ranking. We

evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of our approaches using the TREC 2011 Med-

ical Records track. Our results show that modelling department-level evidence

in medical records search improves retrieval effectiveness. In particular, our pro-

posed voting-based technique obtains results comparable to the best submitted

TREC 2011 systems without requiring any of the external resources that are ex-

ploited in those systems.

1 Introduction

Government-led initiatives worldwide have digitised the medical records of patient vis-

its to healthcare providers, resulting in electronic medical records (EMRs) [1, 2]. These

initiatives have generated a large volume of EMRs, which could aid healthcare practi-

tioners in identifying effective treatments for patients showing particular symptoms [3,

4]. For example, when a doctor compiles a list of possible treatments for patients with

skin cancer, it would be advantageous to be able to search for patients who were ad-

mitted to a hospital with that disease. However, the accuracy of such a search system is

crucial, since the consequences of an error can be an incorrect assessment of the efficacy

of a treatment in a population or an inappropriate recommendation for a patient [4].

To foster research on the searching of medical records, the Text REtrieval Confer-

ence (TREC) initiated the Medical Records track [5] in 2011 to facilitate the evaluation

of EMRs search tools. In particular, the TREC Medical Records track uses the NLP

Repository corpus of medical records provided by the University of Pittsburgh1. This

corpus provides anonymised medical histories of patients throughout their visits to a

1 http://www.dbmi.pitt.edu/nlpfront



<report>
<type>ECHO</type>
<subtype>TEE</subtype>
<admit_diagnosis> 414.12</admit diagnosis>
...
<report_text>
... (report text here) ...
</report_text>
</report>

Fig. 1. An example of a transesophageal echocardiography medical record, from the cardiology

department.

hospital, including their detailed EMRs from various hospital departments. As illus-

trated in Figure 1, the EMRs are semi-structured documents containing hospital and

medical information of a patient issued during his visits to the hospital, such as the is-

suing department information (type and subtype tags), codes identifying admission di-

agnosis – in the form of International Classification of Diseases codes (admit diagnosis

tag), and a textual description of the patient made by the clinician (report text tag).

Previous works have shown that an effective retrieval does not only depend on the

occurrences of query terms in the medical records [6, 7]. In particular, one of the major

challenges is the implicit knowledge known among healthcare practitioners, but hidden

from an information retrieval (IR) system. For example, when searching for patients

suffering from heart disease, experienced healthcare practitioners would go directly to

the medical records from the cardiology department, since the medical records of the

patients with a heart disease are more likely to be issued from the cardiology depart-

ment than from other hospital departments. In this paper, we propose to explicitly make

available to an IR system some of this implicit knowledge, by exploiting insights gained

from aggregates of medical records.We argue that department-level evidence built from

aggregates of medical records from particular departments can be used to capture some

useful evidence for an IR system, assuming this information is available. Indeed, given

that a particular hospital department specialises in a specific group of medical condi-

tions (e.g. the cardiology department specialises in heart diseases), the speciality or

expertise of a given department can be inferred by examining all the medical records

from that department in aggregate. For each query, we propose to weight the importance

of each hospital department for the query by considering the medical records created by

the department. In particular, we leverage this evidence to prioritise the medical records

that were created by the departments whose expertise is relevant to the query. In this

paper, we form the department-level evidence from the list of medical records that share

the same type and subtype tags shown in Figure 1. This department-level evidence is

used to give higher importance to medical records from the hospital departments that

specialise in the medical condition(s) stated in a query. For example, for a query about

heart disease, higher importance is given to medical records from the cardiology de-

partment. We hypothesise that the modelling and use of the department-level evidence

by an EMRs search system will lead to enhanced retrieval performance.

The contributions of this paper are threefold: (1) We propose to group medical

records from the same hospital department to make some of the implicit knowledge

found in EMRs explicit to the IR system. In particular, we propose two approaches

to build the department-level evidence to represent the department’s medical expertise.



The first technique, inspired by work in federated search, models the department-level

evidence using the CORI database selection algorithm [8, 9]. Specifically, we propose to

model aggregates of medical records from particular departments as different database

resources, and use the database scores to estimate given departments’ expertise towards

the query. The second approach builds upon a voting paradigm [10], which estimates

the department’s expertise based on the relevance scores of its corresponding medical

records; (2) To rank patients for a given query, we introduce an extended voting tech-

nique that takes into account the department-level evidence, thereby allowing a search

system to focus on medical records issued from particular hospital departments; (3) We

thoroughly evaluate our proposed approaches in the context of the TREC 2011 Med-

ical Records track. Our results show the potential of exploiting the department-level

evidence to enhance retrieval effectiveness. Moreover, we show that the proposed ap-

proach to leverage department-level evidence built using a voting technique leads to an

effective result comparable with the best performing systems in TREC 2011 without

requiring any external resources.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses related

work and positions our paper in the literature. Section 3 introduces our proposed voting

technique that could leverage department-level evidence while ranking patients. Sec-

tions 4 and 5 discuss our approaches to build the department-level evidence within a

voting paradigm and a federated search, respectively. Section 6 discusses our experi-

mental setup. We empirically evaluate our proposed approaches in Section 7. Finally,

Section 8 provides concluding remarks.

2 Related Work

Traditional IR approaches use terms in documents to represent the aboutness of the doc-

uments. However, attempts have been made to effectively exploit the structure of doc-

uments while ranking [11, 12]. For example, Robertson et al. [11] extended the BM25

weighting model to combine scores from weighted fields of documents. Similarly, Pla-

chouras and Ounis [13] introduced randomness models based on multinomial distribu-

tions to consider the structure of documents for retrieval. In contrast, our work does

not propose a ranking function for term weighting in structured documents. Instead, we

focus on exploiting the inherent inter-document structure that medical records exhibit,

due to the fact that they are authored by different hospital departments.

To rank documents, search engines traditionally use only the terms occurring within

a document, or terms in the anchor text of the document’s incoming hyperlinks, in the

context of Web search, to rank documents. However, recent works [14, 15] suggested

that by aggregating evidence across all of the documents within a host or domain, the

impact of incomplete document-level evidence can be reduced. In particular, Metzler et

al. [15] aggregated the anchor text for all documents within a host, to permit enriched

textual representations for all of the documents within that host. Later, Broder et al. [14]

created both host- and document-level indices, from which scores were combined to

improve effectiveness in Web search. Sharing the same paradigm as these prior works

but operating in a different domain-specific application, we propose to aggregate med-

ical records from the same hospital departments, which are identified by particular tags

in the structured medical records, to create a useful representation of department-level

evidence that can be used to capture some of the implicit knowledge found in EMRs.

Medical records search in the context of the TREC 2011 Medical Records track [5]

aims to find patients having a medical history relevant to the query, based upon these



patients’ medical records. In particular, a medical records search system ranks patients

with respect to the relevance of their medical records towards a query. In this paper, we

propose to handle medical records search using well-established approaches previously

developed for expert search [16], since both tasks share the same paradigm where the

goal is to rank people (i.e. patients or expert persons) based on the relevance of their

associated documents. Indeed, in expert search, the aim of the task is to rank experts

based on the relevance of the documents they have written, or which mention them [10,

16]. The most effective approaches in expert search use ranked documents to rank ex-

pert persons (e.g. Voting Model [10] and Model 2 [17]). Specifically, the Voting Model

sees expert search as a voting process, where the ranking of documents (denotedR(Q))
defines votes for expert persons to be retrieved. Each document retrieved in R(Q) is
said to vote for the relevance of its associated candidate expert using a voting technique

(e.g. CombMAX, CombMNZ, expCombMNZ). Indeed, each voting technique firstly

ranks documents based on their relevance towards a query using a traditional weighting

model (e.g. BM25, DPH from the Divergence from Randomness framework [18]), and

then aggregates the votes from documents to experts, to create a ranked list of expert

persons related to the query [10]. The voting techniques devised for expert search can

also be applied in the medical records search. In our case, the ranking of documents

R(Q) is a ranking of medical records which are associated with patients instead of
expert persons. Building upon the Voting Model, we propose to apply a voting tech-

nique to exploit the expertise of a hospital department from its aggregate of medical

records. Moreover, we introduce an extended voting technique that takes into account

the department-level evidence when ranking patients.

Another area of research relevant to this work is federated or distributed information

retrieval (IR) [8, 19]. Federated IR has been studied to deal with situations where infor-

mation is distributed across multiple uncooperative search databases and a search sys-

tem aims to rank documents from these databases based on their relevance to a query. In

particular, federated search is concerned with three majors problems: resource descrip-

tion, resource selection, and results merging [8]. Firstly, resource description focuses on

representing the contents of each resource. Secondly, resource selection aims to make

a decision on which resources to be searched, given an information need and a col-

lection of resources. Finally, results merging integrates the ranking results returned by

each resource into a final rank list. Approaches such as, CORI [8], ReDDE [20], and

CRCS [21] have been proposed to handle such problems. In this work, we apply the

federated IR paradigm in a different way. Specifically, we adapt the CORI database

selection algorithm to build department-level evidence as an estimate of a particular

department’s expertise for a given topic represented by a query.

Next, we will present our extended voting technique, called expCombMNZw, that

takes into account department-level evidence while ranking patients in Section 3, and

propose two approaches to build department-level evidence from aggregates of medi-

cal records issued by particular hospital departments, within a voting paradigm and a

federated search in Sections 4 and 5, respectively.

3 An Extended Voting Technique for Department-Level Evidence

First, we introduce our expCombMNZw voting technique, which is an extension of the

expCombMNZ [10] voting technique from the Voting Model. This voting technique has

performed effectively in various aggregate ranking tasks [10]; however, we extend it to

be more effective by allowing setting different weights on particular EMRs. Hence, the



expCombMNZw can take into account the expertise of the department of each medical

record (i.e. department-level evidence) to focus on EMRs from hospital departments

having medical expertise relevant to the query when ranking patients.

In particular, we define profile(p) to be the set of EMRs associated to a patient p,
while R(Q) is a ranking of all EMRs with respect to queryQ. As each patient is repre-

sented by an aggregate of the associated medical records, and each medical record re-

trieved inR(Q) is said to vote for the relevance of its associated patient. Hence, our pro-
posed expCombMNZw voting technique scores a patient p with respect to a queryQ as:

score patientexpCombMNZw(p, Q) = (1)
[

|R(Q) ∩ profile(p)| ·
∑

d∈R(Q)∩profile(p)

w(d, Q) · escore(d,Q)

]

where R(Q) ∩ profile(p) is the set of medical records associated to the patient p that
are also in the ranking R(Q); |R(Q) ∩ profile(p)| is the number of EMRs in the set;
and score(d, Q) is the relevance score of medical record d for query Q, as obtained

from a standard weighting model.

Within Equation (1), we draw attention to the addition ofw(d, Q) to expCombMNZ[10],
which permits different weights for different EMRs but not so powerful as the relevance

score of EMRs (score(d, Q)). In particular, we use w(d, Q) to put emphasis on EMRs
associated with particular hospital departments that are relevant to queryQ, as follows:

dep = department(d) (2)

w(d, Q) = 1 + (λ · score department(dep, Q)) (3)

where department(d) returns the department dep that issues medical record d, and λ is

a parameter controlling the importance of department-level evidence weighting (λ ≥ 0,
where λ = 0 disables the department-level evidence). The relevance of a department
dep towards a query Q, score department(dep, Q), allows the expCombMNZw to
focus on medical records from particular hospital departments whose department-level

evidence relevant to the queryQ.

In Sections 4 and 5, we will propose two approaches from a voting paradigm and a

federated search to obtain department-level evidence and estimate the relevance score

of a department (score department(dep, Q)) in Equation (3).

4 A Voting Approach for Modelling Department-Level Evidence

Within the voting paradigm [10], we introduce our first approach to represent the inher-

ent implicit knowledge in the form of department-level evidence. In particular, we pro-

pose to aggregate the medical records from each hospital department to capture some of

the implicit knowledge about the expertise of that department. This implicit knowledge

may not be available in a traditional IR system, since such knowledge is not explicitly

stated in a single medical record, but could be captured from the aggregates of medical

records issued by particular hospital departments using a voting technique. Indeed, we

hypothesise that these implicit insights about the hospital departments’ expertise are

useful for improving the retrieval performance.

Specifically, we build department-level evidence by using the medical records asso-

ciated to individual departments. Figure 2 shows examples of the structure of medical

records from hospital departments. For instance, the department-level evidence of the



Fig. 2. Examples of medical records from hospital departments.

cardiology department contains all the medical records issued by that department. This

permits the IR system a high-level view of each hospital department’s expertise that

could not be captured in an individual medical record. For example, the expertise of

the cardiology department captured in the department-level evidence may encompass

evidence of its expertise in heart disease, heart failure, valvular disease, or off-pump

surgery. Hence, the IR system can infer that a medical record from the cardiology de-

partment has at least a small probability to be about a heart condition.

This department-level evidence is used to estimate the relevance of a hospital de-

partment’s expertise towards a query Q based on the relevance score of aggregates of

medical records from the individual hospital departments. As department-level evidence

is represented by aggregates of their associated medical records, a voting technique

from the Voting Model [10] can be used to effectively rank departments with respect

to a query. We define profile(dep) to be the set of medical records associated to the
hospital department dep, while R(Q) is a ranking of all medical records with respect
to query Q. Following the Voting Model approach [10], each medical record retrieved

in R(Q) is said to vote for the relevance of its associated department. Any approach to
rank aggregates could be deployed to rank departments; however, we deploy the exp-

CombMNZ voting technique since it has been shown to perform effectively in various

aggregate ranking tasks [10]. In particular, the expCombMNZ calculates the relevance

score according to Equation (4):

score departmentexpCombMNZ(dep, Q) = (4)
[

|R(Q) ∩ profile(dep)| ·
∑

d∈R(Q)∩profile(dep)

escore(d,Q)

]

where R(Q) ∩ profile(dep) is the set of medical records associated to the department
dep that are also in the rankingR(Q); |R(Q)∩profile(dep)| is the number of medical
records in the set; and score(d, Q) is the relevance score of medical record d for query

Q, as obtained from a standard weighting model.

This relevance score of a hospital department is further used by the expCombMNZw

voting technique (Equations (1) and (3)) introduced in Section 3 to highly weight med-

ical records from particular hospital departments when estimating the relevance of a

patient towards a query.



5 A Federated Search Approach for Modelling Department-Level

Evidence

Our second approach to extract department-level evidence is inspired by the work on

a federated search of Callan [8]. We propose that federated search techniques could be

directly deployed to rank hospital departments when representing them as databases

of associated medical records. Specifically, to model the department-level evidence in-

herent to medical records, we represent each database (i.e. resource) by the occurring

terms and their frequencies found in the medical records of the same hospital depart-

ment. In particular, we build an index (i.e. a database) for the set of medical records

from each hospital department. For instance, the database representing the cardiology

department contains statistics of terms occurring in EMRs issued from this department.

This may allow each database to represent the expertise of the corresponding hospital

department. For example, the EMRs of patients having symptoms or treatments related

to heart diseases are issued by the cardiology department, as shown in Figure 2.

Classical federated search [8] includes a typical uncooperative environment of data-

bases, requiring the use of a query-based sampling technique to create a representation

of each resource. Instead, we do not apply such a query-based sampling technique,

since we only focus on leveraging a resource selection technique to rank hospital de-

partments based on their issued medical records whereby all the required statistics are

readily available. Hence, the simulation of an uncooperative environment is not re-

quired. Specifically, we apply the CORI database selection algorithm [8] to calculate

the relevance scores of databases (i.e. hospital departments) since it has been shown ef-

fective on different federated search tasks [8, 19, 20]. In particular, the relevance score

(i.e. belief) p(ti|dep) of the database representing a hospital department dep, according

to a query term ti is calculated by [8]:

T =
df

df + 50 + 150 · cw
avgcw

(5)

I =
log|DB| + 0.5

cf
(6)

p(ti|dep) = b + (1 − b) · T · I (7)

where df is the number of EMRs in the database representing the hospital department

dep that contain term ti, cf is the number of databases that contain ti, |DB| is the
number of the databases in the collection, cw is the number of terms in database repre-

senting department dep, avgcw is the average number of terms among the databases in

the collection, and b is the default belief, which is set to 0.4 as recommended in [8].

Next, the beliefs based on each term in a query are combined into the final belief

that a database representing department dep is relevant to the query (i.e. the relevance

score of the department for the query) using belief operators [22]. In particular, during

our experiments, we combine beliefs using SUM, OR, and AND operators, as follows:

score departmentCORI SUM (dep, Q) =

∑

ti∈Q p(ti|dep)

|Q|
(8)

score departmentCORI OR(dep, Q) = 1 −
∏

ti∈Q

(1 − p(ti|dep)) (9)



score departmentCORI AND(dep, Q) =
∏

ti∈Q

(p(ti|dep)) (10)

where p(ti|dep) is the relevance score (i.e. belief) calculated using Equation (7) and |Q|
is the number of query terms.

Generally in federated search systems, 5 or 10 databases with the highest belief

scores are selected so that documents will be retrieved only from these databases. How-

ever, in our case, we focus on using all the databases’ relevance scores to estimate the

relevance of hospital departments towards a query. In particular, the expCombMNZw

(Equations (1) and (3)) proposed in Section 3 leverages these database relevance scores

to take into account the expertise of hospital departments while ranking patients.

Unlike the Voting Model that allows the use of sophisticated scores (e.g. document

relevance score) to rank aggregates, a federated search [8] takes into account only term

and document frequencies when ranking databases since it is designed to efficiently

rank a collection of databases in a distributed retrieval environment. Hence, in this work

we do not apply a federated search to rank patients.

6 Experimental Setup

As discussed in Section 3, we propose to model department-level evidence in medical

records search could leverage the inherent implicit knowledge within medical records,

and hence improve retrieval effectiveness. In particular, we hypothesise that department-

level evidence gained from aggregates of medical records issued by particular depart-

ments could be used as novel evidence to infer the importance of a patient’s medical

record to a particular querywhen searching for relevant patients. To validate our hypoth-

esis, we evaluate our proposed approaches in the context of the TREC 2011 Medical

Records track test collection [5]. In this track, the task is to identify relevant patient

visits for each query topic, where a visit contains all of the medical records associated

with a patient’s visit to a hospital. A visit is used to represent a patient as a unit of

retrieval since relating multiple visits to a particular patient is made impossible by a

de-identification process when building the medical records repository [5]. The TREC

medical records collection consists of approximately 102k medical records, which can

be mapped to 17,265 patient visits. In addition, using the information of the structure

of the collection, we define 328 hospital departments2. In particular, Table 1 shows

statistical information of the collection of 328 hospital departments.

We index the medical records using the Terrier retrieval platform [23]3, applying

Porter’s English stemmer and removing stopwords. In all experiments, the DPH doc-

ument weighting model [18] is used to rank medical records (i.e. score(d, Q)). DPH
is a parameter-free document weighting model from the Divergence from Randomness

(DFR) framework, hence no parameters need to be trained [18]. In addition, the number

of medical records in R(Q) to vote for the relevance of departments and patient visits
(the representations of patients) is limited to 5,000, as suggested in a prior work [24].

We evaluate our approaches to model department-level evidence while ranking using

patient visits the 34 topics from the TREC 2011 Medical Records track; however, with

such a small number of topics, the use of a statistical test validation is precluded [25].

2 We define the department of a medical record automatically using its type and subtype tags;

however, this may allow sub-units of a department to be considered as departments.
3 http://terrier.org



Table 1. Statistics of hospital departments in the collection.

Number of databases (i.e. hospital departments) 328

Minimum number of medical records per database 1

Maximum number of medical records per database 19,769

Average number of medical records in the databases 307.52

Standard deviation of the number of medical records in the databases 1397.44

Minimum number of terms per database 79

Maximum number of terms per database 2,723,596

Average number of terms in the databases 91,609.29

Standard deviation of the number of terms in the databases 332,880.76

We compare the effectiveness of our proposed approaches to exploit the department-

level evidence with baselines that do not consider the department-level evidence, in

terms of bpref measure [26]. The official measure of the TREC 2011 Medical Records

track is bpref, since the absolute number of judged visits per topic is relatively small [5].

In particular, bpref is designed for evaluating environments with incomplete relevance

data and penalises a system which ranks a judged non-relevant document above a

judged relevant document [26].

7 Experimental Results

To validate our hypothesis that our approaches to leverage the department-level evi-

dence could improve retrieval performance,we compare the bpref retrieval performance

of our expCombMNZw voting technique proposed in Section 3 with the baseline ap-

plying expCombMNZ [10]. Figure 3 shows the bpref retrieval performance of our pro-

posed approaches to model the department-level evidence within our expCombMNZw

voting technique, as we vary λ. The baseline, applying the expCombMNZ alone with-

out considering department-level evidence (i.e. λ = 0) is shown as a horizontal line.

‘expCombMNZw – Voting-based’ exploits the department-level evidence built using

a voting-based approach, introduced in Section 4.While ‘expCombMNZw–CORI AND’,

‘expCombMNZw–CORI OR’, and ‘expCombMNZw–CORI SUM’ deploy the CORI

database selection approach to create department-level evidence, with AND, OR and

SUM operators, proposed in Section 5.

From Figure 3, we observe that our approaches to modelling department-level ev-

idence while ranking patient visits could outperform the baseline. Specifically, ‘exp-

CombMNZw – Voting-based’ and ‘expCombMNZw – CORI AND’ both outperform

the baseline. In particular, ‘expCombMNZw – Voting-based’ with λ = 9.5 outperforms
the baseline for 15/34 topics. In addition, we find that these approaches are robust, as

they could outperform the baseline for a wide range of λ. However, the approaches

to leverage department-level evidence built using the SUM and OR operators (‘ex-

pCombMNZw – CORI SUM’ and ‘expCombMNZw – CORI OR’) are not as effec-

tive. This suggests that as department-level evidence is useful indicator when they are

strongly appropriate for all of the medical conditions expressed in the query.

7.1 Query Expansion

Next, as query expansion (QE) techniques have been shown to be effective for the task

of ranking patients [5, 24], we further evaluate the effectiveness of department-level ev-

idence after applying a QE technique (namely DFR Bo1 [27]) to expand queries when
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calculating scores for departments and visits. Indeed, QE isapplied to reformulate the
query based on occurrences of terms in the top retrieved EMRs[28]. We select the top-
10 terms from top-3 ranked medical records to expand the query, as suggested in [27].

In Figure 4, the baseline approach, where QE is applied to rank medical records
before aggregated using the expCombMNZ without considering the department-level
evidence, is shown as a horizontal line. We observe that our proposed expCombMNZw
voting approach that leverages department-level evidenceobtained using the voting
technique improves the retrieval performance over the baseline. Specifically, bpref is
improved from 0.5218 to 0.5305. Bo1 QE and our approach to leverage department-
level evidence obtained using a voting technique combine effectively, as they bring dif-
ferent levels of evidence to the search system. Indeed, Bo1 QE helps to better estimate
the importance of department-level evidence, which results in the highest improvement
of retrieval effectiveness. Moreover, our proposed voting-based approach to build and
leverage department-level evidence is robust, with large ranges ofλ showing improve-
ments. However, we find that the database selection-based approaches do not combine
effectively with QE, which aligns with the previous work of Ogilvie and Callan [19].

Overall, we find that our approaches to build department-level evidence from ag-
gregates of medical records bring useful evidence to a search system. This department-
level evidence can be modelled to focus on medical records that are more likely to be
related to the query while ranking patient visits using our expCombMNZw approach.
Indeed, our best bpref of 0.5305 is comparable to the third ranked participating group
in the TREC 2011 Medical records track, without the use of anydomain-specific on-
tologies or any of the other external resources (e.g. MeSH4 and UMLS5) deployed by
the first three groups. Moreover, this setting achieves an R-precision of 0.4305 and pre-

4 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
5 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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cision@10 of 0.600, which are comparable with the performances of the second ranked
participating group from a total of 29 participating groups.

8 Conclusions

We have highlighted the issue of implicit knowledge in medical records search, where
the knowledge of healthcare practitioners is hidden from a search system, and pro-
posed a potential alleviation by using the knowledge gainedfrom aggregates of medi-
cal records associated to hospital departments (i.e. department-level evidence). In par-
ticular, we proposed the extended expCombMNZw voting technique that considers
department-level evidence to better weight individual medical record while ranking
patients. In addition, we proposed two approaches to build department-level evidence
from medical records associated to particular hospital departments, based on a vot-
ing paradigm and a federated search, respectively. Our results show the potential of
our approaches to leverage department-level evidence, especially our approach to ob-
tain department-level evidence using a voting technique. In particular, the proposed
approach can outperform an effective voting approach on theTREC 2011 Medical
Records track test collection, and can produce a performance comparable with the top
participating TREC groups, without resorting to any external resources, such as on-
tologies, as used in those systems. In addition, our approach is general, in that it could
be used to capture implicit knowledge using different typesof corpus structures (e.g.
aggregates of medical records having the same diagnosis code). In the future, we plan
to investigate how topic modelling (e.g. LDA [29]) can be used to capture the medi-
cal evidence obtained from aggregates of medical records issued by specific hospital
departments.
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